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�ough typically discrete, many phenomena in, for example, biology or �nances are
very o�en modelled by essentially continuous tools—partial di�erential equations.
Such an approach o�ers highly developed mathematical tools which provide deep
insight into the nature of modelled phenomena. However, classical PDEs are
sometimes inadequate to describe complexity of the considered systems. When one
needs to recast through an equation how far predator “feels” prey or to include the
fact that mating will happen not only between individuals of similar years but also
possibly between those of quite di�erent age, it is natural to involve nonlocal terms
in the model. In a di�erent setting, through the concept of fractional derivatives,
nonlocal terms arise in �nances, image processing, and �ow problems (porous
media, coastal �ow, etc.).

In the special issue, we intend to attract high quality contributions which would
develop new ideas concerning application of nonlocal models in nature and society
involving nonlinear phenomena and evolving as time goes. We welcome theoretical,
numerical, and experimental contributions.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to:

Fractional PDEs (fractional conservation laws and fractional Laplace
equations)
Evolution equations with nonlocal �uxes
Well-posedness and stability questions for nonlocal PDEs
Numerical methods for fractional PDEs
Systems biology and complex network theory applied to systems of interest
Predator-prey models
Crowd dynamics
Models of aggregation and swarming
Financial and in general stochastic processes involving nonlocal terms
Flow along irregular coast
Porous media models involving fractional derivatives
Evolution of chemical substances or temperature
Image processing

Authors can submit their manuscripts via the Manuscript Tracking System at
http://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/ddns/nlmn/.
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